A
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A Shark
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white catching fish (and sometimes people)
while scary music plays in the background. But did
you know that there are more species of sharks than
there are of dogs? Over 400 types of these underwater bad-boys are in our oceans, ranging in length
from eight inches to over 40 feet!
One of the coolest species is the Goblin shark.
Ranging from 10 to 13 feet long, with 26 long, narrow
teeth, these guys may look scary, but they’re actually super cool. Some biologists have labeled them
“vampire sharks” because they tend to stay over half
a mile below the ocean’s surface. Found everywhere
from the Gulf of Mexico to the tip of South Africa, the
majority of them have been witnessed in underwater
canyons off the coast of Japan.
Because they tend to stick to the ocean floor, this
location largely dictates their diet. Stingrays, mollusks,
squid, and crabs are all on the menu when the Goblin
shark gets hungry.

ERIC LYONS

HAVE YOU EVER PLAYED

THE GAME MARCO POLO? IT’S A GAME OF
TAG THAT IS PLAYED IN WATER, SUCH AS IN

WHEN YOU THINK OF

SHARKS, WHAT USUALLY COMES TO
YOUR MIND? I THINK OF A GREAT

MICROBATS'
Amazing Built-in Abilities
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pew-lay] of Lorenzini.
This “electrodetection”
allows it to sense its prey without actually being able to see it.
The second and probably coolest thing about
the Goblin shark is its jaw. While looking for lunch, he
will keep his jaw locked tight with two pairs of elastic
ligaments (think of two rubber bands stretched very
tight). The sensor in his nose alerts him that food is
nearby and he starts to sneak up on it. (Goblin sharks
are ambush predators.) When he gets within range,
he releases his jaw, catapults it forward, and traps the
prey in his massive mouth!
Evolutionists think that Goblin sharks evolved over
125 million years ago, but the truth is God made
sharks just a few thousand years ago on the fifth day
of Creation. This creature’s jaw and sensory system
were clearly fine-tuned by the Master Designer.

a swimming pool. In this game, the person who is “it,”
must keep his eyes closed (which makes for a very challenging game). The only way that he can detect where
the other players are is by listening to see what sounds
he hears, including the one word that the other players
are allowed to say—“Polo.” Whenever the person who
is “it” says “Marco,” all other players (who are above the
water) must say, “Polo.” This one word, as well as whatever noises are made splashing in the water, are the
only real clues that the “tagger” has to find the others.
He can locate others only by the sounds they make.
Did you know that certain bats (most of which scientists call “microbats”) navigate through the air and
hunt their prey using similar locating methods? But
they don’t merely listen for their prey—they use what
we call echolocation (EH-koh-low-KAY-shun).

sounds that the bats use to navigate in flight and to
locate their prey in the dark. Bats, such as Townsend’s
big-eared bat, produce short, high-pitched sounds,
and then immediately listen to the echo (the sound
that bounces off of the objects and back to the bat).
All of this action happens in only a fraction of a second and reveals to the bat exactly where an object is,
as well as its size and shape. This bat’s echo-locating
ability is so precise that it can successfully hunt flying
insects as small as mosquitoes—plucking them right
out of the air.
Can you see the foolishness of the General Theory of
Evolution? How could an animal as remarkable as the
microbat come into being without a brilliant Creator? If
there was no intelligent Designer to give the first bat its
ultrasonic sound-making abilities and its ultra-sensitive
hearing (auditory) system, then how did the first bat
ever get it? What, “It just evolved” this brilliant ability?
How? The fact is, there is no reasonable answer to that
question. In truth, bats drive evolutionary theory “batty.”

Microbats are nocturnal (meaning they sleep during
the day and hunt at night). God designed these amazing
creatures with the ability to produce certain ultrasonic

What makes the Goblin shark so amazing? First
of all, because it lives in deep water where little
light is available, it relies on a special sensory
system in its snout, called the ampullae [AM-
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Soaring

abilities, we could build helpful robots
that glide through the air and perform
useful jobs.

SERPENTS
KYLE BUTT

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT A SNAKE

IN YOUR MIND, HOW DO YOU PICTURE IT MOVING?
IF YOU ARE LIKE MOST OF US, YOU PICTURE IT IN AN

S-shaped, slithering movement across the ground or the top of the
water. Maybe you picture it slithering across sand, or even a tree
branch. Most of us, however, don’t picture it in an S-shaped
slithering movement in midair, floating through
the sky. That’s right, there is an amazing
group of snakes that God designed with
the ability to glide through the air. These
snakes are known as flying snakes and
are found in various parts of Asia, India, and a few other places.
Let’s explore the fabulous flying snake and discover how it is able
to soar. First, the snake has special scales that have ridges on them.
These ridges are known as keels. Using its ridged scales, a flying snake
can push against the trunk of a tree and climb to high branches. In
fact, flying snakes spend much of their time in trees. When the snake
wants to change trees or float to the ground, it finds a suitable branch,
slithers to the end of it, and launches itself off the limb. Once in the air,
the flying snake sucks in its belly and flares out its sides. It then moves
its body back and forth almost as if it were swimming in midair. How
does this help the snake glide? By drawing the middle of its body up
and spreading out its sides, the snake forms an air pocket along the
underside of its stomach. You can see a similar design in a flying
disc such as a Frisbee® that has a concave shape where the sides
dip down further than the middle of the disc, leaving a “lip” on the
underside around the edge. The slithering motion in midair also
helps control air flow and helps the snake control where it lands.

the way to the other end zone? It is no wonder we
call them flying snakes.
Because flying snakes are such good gliders, scientists have done lots of research on their abilities. These
scientists are trying to find out how the snakes, with
no limbs or wings, can use the air so well and go so far.
If we could learn more about how flying snakes float
so efficiently, we could use that knowledge to build
helpful machines or gliders. Some of the researchers
believe that by mimicking the snakes’ design and

When humans look at nature and
try to copy the design they see, this
is called biomimicry. We often write
about biomimicry in Discovery. This
field of study is important for several
reasons. First, humans have been
able to create very useful things
based on nature. Velcro® is a fabric
that was created when a man looked
at how cockleburs stick to fur and
hair. Biomimicry is also important
because it tells us something about
God. You see, humans are smart.
There are many things, however, that
humans don’t know. We have been
studying nature for many years, but we still do
not completely understand animals such as the
flying snake. That means that Whoever designed
the flying snake is much more intelligent than all
the humans in the world. We know that God is
the grand Designer Who created the Universe. We
can see a tiny piece of His awesome design when
we study flying snakes. Let’s always remember to
praise the Creator for all the super, slithery, soaring wonders He has made.

If you want to get technical, flying snakes don’t really fly, since
they cannot gain altitude. Actually they are gliding snakes. It just
so happens, however, that they are really, really good gliders. Even
though they do not have limbs like flying squirrels do, they are
more efficient than “flying mammals.” In fact, some flying snakes
can glide as far as 300 feet in one jump. That is the entire length
of a football field. Can you imagine seeing a snake jump from
a limb in a tree near a football field goal line and then “fly” all
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1.

Explain how flying
snakes can glide
through the air.

2.

Discuss how a
microbat finds its
prey.

2. _____ Commonly receives only two millimeters
of water per year
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4. _____ Sound that bounces off of objects
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5. _____ There are over 400 types of these
animals, which can range in length from
eight inches to over 40 feet

B

B

6. _____ Type of bat that uses echolocation
7. _____ Another name for Goblin sharks
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A. biomimicry
B. Namib Desert beetle
C. echolocation
D. Fognet
E. echo
F. sharks
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G. Namib Desert
H. microbat
I. vampire sharks
J. electrodetection
K. keels
L. nocturnal
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If you are like me, then you are fascinated by God’s amazing snakes.
Some people are very scared of snakes, but most snakes are harmless and
actually quite helpful. You’ve asked how long they can grow? We can answer that question in
two ways. First, let’s look at how long the longest snake is. At the present time, the species
of snake that grows to be the longest in the world is the reticulated python. There is a lot of
controversy about how long they really get. Some reports say one was measured to be about
33 feet long, but as far as an official measurement, the Guinness Book of World Records says
that a python named Medusa, which is about 25 feet long, is the longest ever kept in captivity.
Interestingly, scientists estimate that an extinct snake called Titanobao grew to be between
40-50 feet long and could weigh about 2,000 pounds. The second way to answer your question
about how “long” snakes grow is to say that they grow as “long” as they live. Snakes can live
several decades and their bodies grow as long as they are alive. As they get older, however,
they grow so slowly that it is almost not even noticeable. Because their growth rate slows
down so much, it is as if they reach their “limit” length, even though they continue to grow
very slowly. Great question, Jeremiah. God bless.

1. _____ Bats use this to navigate through the
air and hunt their prey

3. _____ Inspired by the Namib Desert beetle,
this device was designed by engineers
to “harvest” water from fog using a
special net and coating on the net that
helps water condense into droplets.

C C O E

How long can a snake grow?
—Jeremiah Bowens, Dunkirk, MD
Dear Jeremiah,

Match, FInd,
and CIrcle
A

Dear Digger Doug,

On A Separate
sheet of Paper

True or
False

1. ____ “Microbats” navigate through
the air and hunt their prey
using their amazing eyesight.

2. ____ About 75% of the Earth’s surface is covered with
water.
3. ____ Since engineers are making designs by studying the Earth’s
lifeforms, it makes sense to claim that those lifeforms just
evolved by accident.
4. ____ There are more species of sharks than there are of dogs.

8. _____ The wax, peaks, and troughs on this
creature’s shell are perfect for
collecting water from the air and fog
as droplets.

5. ____ Goblin sharks are evidence of evolution over millions of years.
6. ____ God designed some snakes with the ability to glide through
the air.
7. ____ Flying snakes are found in various parts of Asia and India.

9. _____ To sleep during the day and hunt at
night

8. ____ The Goblin shark’s jaw and sensory system were clearly
designed by a Designer.

10. ____ The ridges on the special scales of
flying snakes

9. ____ Some flying snakes can glide as far as a football field in one jump.
10. ____ God made sharks on the sixth day of Creation (millions of
years ago).

11. ____ Used by the Goblin shark to detect its
prey
12. ____ When humans look at nature and try
to copy the design they see
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An INSECT with a Built-in
CAMELBAK®?
JEFF MILLER

WATER IS NECESSARY FOR

LIFE TO EXIST. NO WONDER GOD CREATED
THE EARTH SO THAT 75% OF ITS SURFACE

is covered with it. It’s even in the air in the form of
water vapor, so that we bring water into our bodies
with every breath we take. Ever wondered how creatures are able to survive in the desert with no lakes
or streams and little-to-no rain for months? Meet
the Namib Desert beetle—an insect that makes its
home in what is believed to be the oldest desert on
the planet. Arid areas of the Namib Desert commonly
receive only two millimeters of water in a year. How
does this little critter survive with so little water?
Scientists have discovered that the Namib Desert
beetle has a special wax on its shell that repels, rather
than absorbs, water. Also on its shell are special glasslike peaks and troughs. The wax, peaks, and troughs on
the beetle’s shell are perfect for collecting water from
the air and fog as droplets. The peaks and troughs are
arranged perfectly so that the collected water is transported directly to the beetle’s mouth, keeping it alive
without the beetle having to even search for water.
Sound like the result of an accident to you?

They designed a device called Fognet, that “harvests”
water from fog using a special net and coating on
the net that helps water condense into droplets. Like
the design of the Namib Desert beetle’s shell, the
droplets are collected on the net and channeled to a
trough using highly complex engineering, where the
water can be used for irrigation or filtered for drinking. The engineers note that the new design, using
the beetle as its inspiration, is expected to collect five
to seven times more water than other techniques
that engineers have previously designed.
If engineers are making designs by studying the
Earth’s lifeforms, and those designs are outperforming other designs, would it make sense to claim that
those lifeforms just evolved by accident? Or would it
make more sense to realize that they were designed?
The answer is obvious. Engineers are designing based
on previous designs—blueprints that the Chief Engineer of the Universe already laid out for us.

Mechanical engineers were so amazed by this ingenious design that it inspired a new design of their own.
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MATCH, FIND, AND CIRCLE: 1. C (echolocation); 2. G (Namib Desert); 3. D (Fognet); 4. E (echo); 5. F (sharks); 6. H (microbat);
7. I (vampire sharks); 8. B (Namib Desert beetle); 9. L (nocturnal); 10. K (keels); 11. J (electrodetection); 12. A (biomimicry).
TRUE OR FALSE: 1-F; 2-T; 3-F; 4-T; 5-F; 6-T; 7-T; 8-T; 9-T; 10-F.
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